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1. Introduction

The transportation environment created

along with the development of transportation is

coveraging with information technology,

making human life more convenient. Moreover,

as autonomous vehicle technology becomes a

reality, it is accelerating the evolution of

intelligent transportation system related

infrastructure to utilize it. As a lot of roads are

being built and computer technology are

developing quickly, a smart environment with

intelligent technology is being created together.

The common purpose is to increase the

efficiency and satisfaction of human life as

much as possible by utilizing intelligent

transportation technology and infrastructure.

For recent decades, many studies have been

conducted on the transportation system for this

purpose. One of such approaches is the study

on route planning[1]. Most of the research on

route planning is to find the shortest path. The

focus has been on finding a route that

minimize distance, time and cost issues[3,5,6].

However in order to maximize user

satisfaction, it is necessary to consider not only

the distance, time and cost issue, but also the

purpose of travel when we use the
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transportation system[7]. For example, if

purpose of travel is simple movement from

start point to the destination, it is best way to

select a route that can minimize the distance

time and cost. However if the purpose of travel

is tourism, it would be a different story.

Perhaps the user will choose a route that can

tour the tourist spots according to the purpose

of tourism, even if it takes more time.

Travel demand models use current travel

behavior to predict future travel patterns. The

models are critical tools for planner to forecast

transportation needs. There are many ways to

build a model requires detailed information

about:

Ÿ Where people to go ( Starting point and

destination)

Ÿ The ways their travel behavior changes

during the specific conditions

Traditionally, travel demand models use a

four-step process of travel generation,

distribution, mode choice and trip assignment

for analyzing regional transportation planning.

However, for making a system more

sophisticated it needs to consider the following

factor:

Ÿ Transprtation Demand Management ( the

purpose of trips to be made)

Ÿ Internal/External transportation infra

structure

Ÿ Road Congestion

Ÿ Intelligent information control

Considering these factors, we designed Route

planning system for travel demand based

Fuzzy Multi Valued Bayesian(MVB) Network

which has the functions of route extraction,

selection of optimal route according to the

user’s demand & travel purpose and Bayesian

revision by new information. As a transport

Network, Fuzzy MVB network is designed to

be composed of multi valued Fuzzy MVB

nodes for supporting the user’s service. Fuzzy

MVB node contains multi values which

represent user’s travel purpose, for example

business or Sightseeing purpose and probability

of occurrence.

In section 2, Route planning related studies

are explained and in section 3 Future

simulation mechanism of Route planning for

travel demand optimal path is proposed. We

applied the proposed system to the problem of

selecting the optimal routing path and tested

with data.

2. The techniques for Route Planning

The approaches for Route planning are

classified to several categories : Public Transit

Route Planning, Multi Modal Route Planning,

Customizing Route Planning in road networks

and Computational of jogging routes[1]

2.1 Public Transit Route Planning

In public Transit Route Planing, the input is

given as a time table which defines stops and

trips operating along sequences of stops at

certain times of day. They ask for a set of

optional journey all departing within a certain

time range from one stop to all other stops of

the network and the algorithm is based on a
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graph model. The precomputation of full

distance table over a subset of important stops

of the network is possible. Another criterion

besides travel time is the number of transfer.

State-of-art approaches use variants of

Dijkstra’s algorithm. It exploits the fact that

the vehicles operate on well defined routes,

which allows for a dynamic program that

successively constructs the Pareto set. Because

it does not require preprocessing, it can be

directly used in dynamic scenarios, easily

handling delays and trip cancellations.

2.2 Multimodal Route Planning

This method combines different modes of

tranport in reasonable way. A common

approach to obtain feasible mode sequence is

label constrained shortest path problem, which

models mode sequences by regular languages.

A variant Dijkstra’s algorithm that run on the

union of each modal subnetwork computes

optimal solutions, but too slow in practice.

This work presents a faster approach based on

the concept of vertex contraction. It

preprocesses the input such that arbitrary

mode sequences are retained. This enables the

user to specify mode sequence constraints at

query time, a problem considered challenging

before. This approach is considered that

combines multimodal and multi criteria route

planning[4]. Instead of following specific modal

sequence, it identify a convenience criteria for

each mode of transportation. These criteria are

used to compute Pareto sets of alternative

journeys.

2.3 Customizable Route Planning in 

Road Networks

It considers the classical problem of

computing optimal routes in road networks. For

most efficient algorithms, an update of the

matric requires rerunning a costly

preprocessing phase. This approach addresses

that it is based on multi lavel overlay graphs.

The key idea is to split the preprocessing

phase : In a first metric independent stage.

The graph is partitioned into loosely connected

regions of roughly equal size. This defines the

topology of overlay graphs. The second metric

dependent stage quickly computes weights on

the arcs of the overlay graphs. Intergrating a

new metric only requires reruning the second

stage.

2.4 Computation of jogging Routes

It considers computing ‘good’ jogging routes:

Given a source vertex in a pedestrian network

and length of the desired route, it asks to

compute a cycle containing the source vertex

that approximates the given length. An ideal

route might have a rather circular shape and

travel through good areas such as parks and

forest of the map. In this work, two

approaches to solve the problems. The first one

successively extends a given route by joining

adjacent faces of the network. The second one

transfer the intuition of constructing equilateral

polygons to graph in order to obtain jogging

routes. The algorithm can compute sensible

alternative routes.
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3. Future Simulation of Route Planning 

for Travel Demand Optimal Switching 

Path

In this work, we designed Fuzzy MVB(Multi

Valued Bayesian) Network and proposed future

simulation system for Route planing which

may be classified to combination method and

closed to multimodal Route planing model

among the various approaches which are

explained in section 2, in the viewpoint of that

has a structure of multi valued processing.

3.1 Basic Fuzzy MVB network

1) Fuzzy MVB network

Fuzzy MVB Network as a basic frame of

Knowledge Base has constraint form of

Directed Acyclic graph which consists of nodes

and arcs as shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. A basic frame of Fuzzy MVB network

The node of Fuzzy MVB network consists

of ID(Identified Name), , its probability,

 , and its value   as shown in

Fig.2.   represents a vector of multi

values of a fuzzy MVB node which has fuzzy

value. A Fuzzy MVB node has multiple values

of categories, c, depending on the point of

view. For example, business, sightseeing and

etc..   is denoted by a vector of fuzzy

values.

        ,

where    is fuzzy value of

Business degree for  and    is

fuzzy value of sightseeing degree for 

because two factors of Business and

sightseeing purpose are considered in this

proposed system[10]. If it is generalized, more

trms can be added.

Fig. 2. The structure of a node of Fuzzy
MVB network

The membership function of    is

denoted by equation (1)-(3) in Fig.3.

Fig. 3. The membership function of   
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Similarly, the membership function of

   is denoted by equation (4)-(6).

Fig. 4. The membership function of   

In Fig. 1, we denote ‘Fuzzy MVB path’ for

the routing links as [→→].

The link between  and  is denoted by

equation (7).

      (7)

where it represents the congestion degree in

this application system.

The joint probability    of Fuzzy

MBV path in Fig.1 is as following equation (8).

          (8)

If we generalize this, given any joint

distribution    , a Fuzzy MVB

Network is constructed by a recursive

procedure starting from  as a root and

assigning marginal probability   . If  is

connected and dependent to  , one node is

added and quantified by   . Otherwise,

 and  are disconnected and assigned the

prior probability   . At the i_th stage, the

node   is formed and a group of directed

links to node   from a parent set  
,

quantified by the conditional probability

  
.

The conditional probabilities,   
 on

the links of the Directed Acyclic graph contain

the information for reconstructing the

distribution function. Using the chain rule we

can get the following the product:

        
 (9)

2) Bayesian Revision in Fuzzy MVB

network by new information

When new information as an evidence comes

in, the Bayesian values and structure of Fuzzy

MVB network can be revised [2,8,9].

Let H denote a hypothesis,    

be a sequence of past data and  notes a new

evidence.       would be changed as

appending the new data  to the past data  .

The entire data set is     . We can

calculate       by discarding the past

data and the computing the new data impact

by equation (10).

            

  
(10)

where      is the prior probability,

that is past experience. For Bayesian revision,

it needs to be multiplied by the likelihood

function    , which measures the
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probability of the new evidence, e , given

hypothesis H and past observations.

3.2 The design of Future Simulator and 

optimal switching path for Route Planning 

1) The structure of Future Simulator

The structure of Future Simulator proposed

in this work is as following Fig.3. This future

simulator for selecting the optimal routing path

is mainly operated by Bayesian revision and

Future simulation cycle.

Bayesian Revision cycle is a procedure that

updates the Bayesian value and structure of

fuzzy MVB network with new evidence. The

main function of Bayesian Revision cycle lies

in keeping Fuzzy MVB network up to date by

the incoming new information. If the new

evidence is acquired, the cycle adjusts Fuzzy

MVB network according to the new relations.

The Bayesian value and structure of the

network are adjusted by the Bayesian Revision.

Future Simulation cycle is a procedure which

extracts the reachable reasoning paths starting

from keyword and simulates the future

solution. The objective of Future Simulation is

to make the most successful decision by

selecting the optimal routing path with highest

evaluated value.

The workflow of Future Simulator proposed

in this work is as follows: It starts from input

stream which consists of user’s demand and

the related data prepared for extracting phase.

Incoming input streams to I/O interface are

analyzed through PREPROCESS, this module

categorizes the incoming stream into simple

keyword and fuzzification. As a result of

analysis, Input keywords and fuzzified data are

produced. The produced Input keywords and

data flows into next step. There are two paths

to flow. If it is a new evidence, data stream

comes into Bayesian Revision mechanism to

update Fuzzy MVB network. If it is for

extracting the routing paths, data stream goes

into Routing Path Extraction module. After the

routing paths are retrieved, evaluation

procedure for selecting the optimal path is

performed and the selected path is

recommended for best decision making with

explanation through I/O Interface.

2) Future Evaluation

In order to find the optimal path that best

fits the goal among the extracted reasoning

paths, the evaluation for each path is required.

Provided that the extracted path, , is

→→ , the joint probability of path is

obtained by equation (11).

           (11)

Fig. 5. The structure of Future simulator for
selecting the optimal Routing path
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The evaluation value,   is

calculated by equation (12).

  ln     ln 

 ln 

(12)

Evaluation value represents how the routing

path is optimal. During the evaluation process,

the total value of the path for Travel Demand

is also produced by equation (13).

  
  




 (13)

where   is a value of  node of

extracted reasoning path.

Ÿ Selection of optimal path

There are three cases to choose the optimal

reasoning path. These are to select the path

which has maximum value of related strength

(evaluation value), maximum total value and

considering both terms. The system selects the

optimal path by using the following equation

(14)-(15) for each case.

Case 1 : Evaluation value

 
arg


 (14)

Case2 : Total value

 
arg


 (15)

Case 3: Both Evaluation value and Total value

    ln    
 

ln    ln  

 
arg




(16)

If the optimal routing path is selected, system

recommends the optimal path with total value

for best decision making through I/O interface.

4. Experiments

In experiments, we applied the proposed

system to optimal path searching problem. As

shown in Fig.6, provided user wants to reach

the goal city, Busan, starting from Seoul, and

there are several routes between Seoul and

Busan, the problem is to search the optimal

path satisfying the user’s demand in various

viewpoints. Users may want to find a route for

sightseeing purpose even if it takes long way

around. For building Fuzzy MVB network, in

the first step we mark the cities as nodes and

connect nodes along the routes. The created

Fuzzy MVB network is following Fig. 7. Then

Fuzzy MVB node specification is made as

shown in Fig. 8 which consists of ID, Name,

Probability of node,   , its value,   

where c is sightseeing or business category.

Fig. 9 shows the congestion degree between

nodes which represents as conditional probability.

Fig. 6. The map for selecting
the optimal routing path
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Fig. 7. Congestion degree of link

Fig. 8. Fuzzy MVB nde specification

Fig. 9. Future simulator: Routing path criteria

Fig. 10. Fuzzy map MVB network

Fig. 11. Evaluation and Selection of optimal
routing path

Fig. 12. Routing path evaluation(Initial case)
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Fig. 13. Total value of Routing path(Initial case)

Fig. 14. The changed structure by
Bayesian revision

Fig. 15. Bayesian revision and
routing path extraction

Fig. 16. Routing path evaluation (new evidence
case)

Fig. 17. Total value of routing path ( new
evidence case)

The higher this value, the more crowded the

link is. In other words, it means that the

infrastructure such as road conditions, required

time and etc.. is more crowded and inefficient.

The simulation results of Future simulator in

the initial state and depicted in Fig. 10 and

Fig.11. Especially Fig.11 explains the output of

the routing paths. The reachable reasoning

paths are extracted by Routing Path Extraction

module in Future Simulation cycle. The

evaluation process for selecting the optimal

routing path are made and two paths are

selected. The evaluated values of both paths
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are same as 3.50, so both paths od path2 and

path4 were selected. This results are

recommended to the user for better decision

making through I/O interface in this system.

Considering the value in the viewpoint of

purpose, in the case of sightseeing Path6 which

has maximum value as 3.14 is selected as an

optimal routing path. In the same way. as a

result of business viewpoint part4 having

maximum value of 4.41 is selected for optimal

path. The graphs shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16

represent the results of Routing path evaluation

and Total values respectively. When reliable

evidence comes in, the structure of Fuzzy

MVB network is changed based on this new

information by Bayesian revision cycle as

shown in Fig. 16. This time 7 reasoning paths

are extracted as shown in Fig. 15. By

analyzing the evaluation results, it can be

confirmed that the selected path as an optimal

routing path has been changed path 5 for

sightseeing purpose because a new evidence

has high value for sightseeing purpose. It can

be seen that total value has also been changed.

Therefore, from the results we can see the

structure of Fuzzy MVB network was revised

as a new evidence has come in.

5. Conclusion and future works

We designed Route planning system for

travel demand based Fuzzy MVB network

which has the functions of route extraction,

selection of optimal route according to the

user’s demand & travel purpose and Bayesian

revision by new information. As a Transport

network, Fuzzy MVB network is designed to

be composed of multi valued Fuzzy MVB node

contains multi values which represent user’s

travel purpose, for example business or

sightseeing purpose, and probability of

occurrence. In experiments, the proposed

system was applied to the problem of

searching the optimal routing path from

starting point and destination. The functions of

future simulation and Bayesian revision were

tested with data. As a result of simulation, the

proposed mechanism is found to be working

well. It is expected that the proposed

mechanism can be used for the design of

recommendation system which can give a

service of reacting on user’s travel demand.
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